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The features of simultaneous generation of several transverse modes in a neodymium-glass laser are 
investigated. The transverse-mode locking regime is studied. Locking and capture of transverse 
modes due to nonlinear properties of the active medium are considered theoretically. 

1. INTRODUCTION vestigation of the regime of simultaneous generation of 

MoDE locking in a laser, i.e., the establishment of 
definite time-independent phase relations between the 
generating modes, is attained as a rule in a forced man
ner (for example, by introducing time-modulated losses 
into the resonator[l• 2 l or as a result of the nonlinear 
properties of a passive cell introduced into the resona
tor[3•4l). In some cases, however, mode synchroniza
tion can occur spontaneously, owing to nonlinear prop
erties of the active laser medium. [ 5' 6 l We note that 
such axial-mode locking in a neodymium-glass laser is 
apparently an event of low probability. [7 l 

Either axial or transverse modes can become 
locked. In [8 l it was indicated for the first time that the 
synchronization of transverse modes should lead to the 
appearance of a wave "packet" executing oscillations 
in the transverse plane of the resonator. The locking of 
two or three transverse modes was observed experi
mentally in He-Ne and C02 lasers following introduction 
of a nonlinear absorber into the resonator.[ 9 - 11 l Lock
ing of transverse modes has been considered until re
cently as having low probability. [ 8 l In our paper f 12 l we 
reported that under certain conditions locked generation 
of transverse modes is observed in a neodymium-glass 
laser. 

The necessary condition for the locking of the gen
erating modes is that their frequencies be equidistant. 
The frequency intervals between the modes in the pres
ence of an active medium are determined, apart from 
the resonant properties of the passive resonator of the 
laser, by two principal mechanisms: the mode frequency 
pulling because of the anomalous dispersion in the me
dium, [ 13 l and by the interaction between the equidistant 
combination polarization frequencies induced in the 
nonlinear active medium with the resonant frequencies 
of the transverse modes, which in the general case are 
not equidistant. Under certain conditions this interac
tion can ensure equidistance of the frequencies of all 
the generated modes, especially in solid-state lasers, 
in which the width of the resonance contours of the 
transverse modes is appreciable ("' 107 sec-1). 

For self-locking of transverse modes it is necessary 
to generate many transverse modes simultaneously. A 
large number of transverse modes can be excited if the 
aperture is sufficiently large. In addition, it is neces
sary to eliminate from the laser all the causes of dis
crimination of transverse modes. Such causes may be 
the non-uniformity in the distribution of the inversion 
over the cross section of the resonator, aberrations in 
the resonator, sphericity of the mirrors, etc. 

We present here the results of an experimental in-

many transverse modes and their locking in a neody
mium-glass laser having a resonator of large cross 
section. We analyze theoretically the conditions neces
sary for the synchronization and capture of frequencies 
of several transverse modes as a result of the nonlin
ear properties of the active medium. 

2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

We confine ourselves in the analysis to the case 
when three modes with identical axial but different 
transverse indices generate in a resonator with flat 
mirrors. In the case of simultaneous generation of 
three transverse modes with closed frequencies, three 
cases can be realized: 

1) Each mode generates in the center of its resonant 
contour and the mode frequencies are not equidistant. 

2) Synchronized mode generation. In this case the 
combination tone of the polarization resulting from the 
nonlinear properties of the medium under the influence 
of the frequencies w 1 and W2 acts as a driving force 
within the limits of the resonant contour of the mode 
with frequency ws, and causes the latter to generate at 
a frequency w2 + ~w * Wg, where ~w = w2- w1. 

3) Regime in which all mode frequencies are cap
tured, and generation occurs at a single frequency. 

Let us estimate the width of the frequency region 
within which it is possible to shift the frequency of the 
mode w3 by an amount that is equidistant relative to the 
modes with frequencies w1 and w2 as a result of the 
nonlinear properties of the laser medium, and let us 
also consider the conditions that lead to the capture and 
synchronization of these modes. We carry out the analy
sis using Lamb's methodc 14 l without taking into ac
count the motion of the atoms, but taking into account 
the transverse structure of the mode fields in the reso
nator. 

The resonator mirrors will be represented in the 
form of two infinite bands of width D, the distance be
tween which is L. The origin of the Cartesian coordi
nates is located on the surface of one of the mirrors, 
and the z axis is directed along the resonator axis. We 
assume for simplicity that a two-level active medium 
fills the entire resonator, and that the modes are linear
ly polarized. 

We represent the field and the polarization of the 
medium in the form of a series in the natural modes of 
a planar resonator 

E(x, z, t) = EE,(t) Urn,., (x,z)cos[w,t + cp,(t) ], 
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P(x,z,t)= LP,(t)Um,.,(x,z), 
I 

4 LD 

P,(t)=w J J P(x,z,t)Um,., (x,z)dzdx, 
0 0 

P,(t) = C, (t)cos[ oo,t + cp,(t)] + S,(t)sin[ oo1t + cp1(t)], 

where . m,:n . q,:n; 
Um 1q1 (x,z) = sm--xsm--z 

D L 

are the eigenfunctions (not normalized) of the modes of 
the planar resonator with a transverse index mz and an 
axial index q l = q. 

The equations connecting the field and the polariza
tion are Maxwell's equations, which in th~ approxima
tion of slowly-varying amplitudes and phases can be re
duced to the form [ 14 l 

1 (i) 
(oo, + rp,- Q1)E1= ---C1, 

2 8 

1 (i) 1 (i) 

E,+--E1=---S1• 
2 Q, 2 8 

(1) 

Here Ez, wz, and cpz are the amplitude, frequency, and 
phase of the l-th mode, Uz and Qz are the natural fre
quency and the Q factor of the resonator for the l-th 
mode, w is the central radiation frequency, and E is 
the dielectric constant of the medium. The coefficients 
Sz and Cz can be determined with the aid of perturba
tion theory, by representing the polarization of the me
dium in the form of a series in powers of the mode am
plitudes E JJ.• a procedure valid for low pump levels. In 
first order in perturbation theory we obtain for the pro
j ection of the polarization on the l-th mode 

p~')(t)=- idu'(n,-n,) LE.(t) 1 N,, 
2h. " i(oo-ro.)+T .. -' 

X exp[- i(oo.t + cp.)] + c.c. 
(2) 

4 L D 

N,, = W J J Um ,.,(x,z)Um••• (x,z)dzdx =II,., 
0 0 

where T21 is the relaxation time of the non-diagonal 
elements of the density matrix, T2l = %(T2"l + T'j}), 
T22 and Tu are the relaxation times of the upper and 
lower working levels; d12 is the matrix element of the 
dipole moment of the active center, (na- n1) is the ini
tial excess of atom density at the upper working level 
(assumed to be homogeneous over the length and cross 
section of the laser), and 1i is Planck's constant. 

We note that in the analysis of the interaction of 
modes that are close in frequency, the inhomogeneous 
character of the luminescence-line broadening of such 
active media as neodymium glass can be disregarded 
in practice. In the third order of perturbation theory 
we obtain analogously 

p<•J(t)= idu'(n,-n,) ~ E E E 
l BJi3 £.... a J.L n 

(3) 
o, J.l., n 

X { i(oo.-oo:)+T.,-• + i(ro.-oo~)+Tu ,} 

{ 1 -1- 1 } Nal'nl 

X i(oo-oo.)+T,.-' i(oo.-ro)+T,.-• i{oo-oo.-ro.+ro.)+T .. -' 
X exp[- i(oo.- oo. + oo.)t- i(cp.- cp. + cp.)] + K. c., 

3 
= ffi ( lia+JJ., n+l + lia+n. 1Hl + Ba+l, p.+n- Ba+l'+n, l- liO'+l+n, p -li11+•+l, a). 

Here a, JJ., n, l = 1, 2, 3,% = q !L = ~ = qz = q. 
Using (2) and (3), we can determine the coefficients 

Cz and Sz in the first and third orders of perturbation 
theory. In the first order of perturbation theory we can 
estimate from (1), for the stationary generation regime 
(cpz = Ez = 0), the frequency pulling of the l-th trans
verse mode towards the center of the luminescence 
line: 

oo,-Q,=~~~ 
2 Q, T .. -• . 

For a neodymium-glass laser we have T21 ,..... 10-12 sec, 
and therefore for transverse modes whose frequencies 
are close to the line center, w- wz "'107 sec-1 and 
w/2Qz"' 107 sec-1, the amount of pulling is small 
(,..... 102 sec - 1) and this effect can be neglected in the sub
sequent analysis. 

In third-order perturbation theory we can estimate 
the width of the region of "capture" and "synchroniza
tion" of the mode frequencies. Confining ourselves for 
simplicity to the "capture" of two transverse modes 
with different transverse indices ( 1 and 2) and equal 
values of Q, we can rewrite the system (1) for such a 
single-frequency regime in the form 

(~, +lloo, -B)E, = -%/VE,E,'sin21!cp, 
(~, + lloo,- 2~Q- O)E, = 'KNE,'E, sin 2~ip, 

E, = aE,- 'KN, .. E,'- xNE,'E,(2 +cos 2acp), 
E, = aE, --xN,,E,'- xNE,E,'(2 +cos 2acp), 

where Acp =cpa- C/)1, w1 = wa, Ow = w1- n., AU 
= (U1- Ua)/2, 

_ 1 oo T., + T.. d12' , _, _, 

x-4Q T.. h.' [(oo-oo,) +T,. ] R, 

Nz121 = N12z1 = N2zu = Nuzz = Nuu = N21u = N = 8/a, 

N N '! "=~~(oo-oo,)R 
lUI = 2222 = ••. " 2 Q T 21 _, ' 

a=-- R-1 1 oo [ T .. -• ] 
2 Q (ro-oo,)'+T,.-' ' 

R is the excess of pump over threshold. 

(4) 

The system (4) contains in the stationary case four 
equations for three unknown quantities (E 1, E2, Acp). Let 
us determine at which parameters this system has a 
simultaneous solution, which is in fact the mode-fre
quency "capture" regime. To this end, we can easily 
obtain from (4) 

a . 2, (N1111 ) iill" sm '-'IP + cos 2acp = - --;;-- + 2 . (5) 

It is seen from (5) that the width of the "capture" re
gion 2AU depends on the phase difference between the 
captured modes Acp. Its largest width is reached at 

acp =~arcsin[- { (N .... /N + 2)'- 1} 'I• ] = - 36.5°. 
2 (Nuu/N+2) 

It follows therefore that the "capture" is possible un
der the condition 

{ ( N 1111 ) ' }-'I• a!J<a -,;--+2 -1 = 

_ 1 oo [ T,.-• ]{ ( Nuu )' }-'I• --;;:Q (ro-oo,)'+T,.-•R- 1 ~+2 -1 . 
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A numerical estimate in accordance with formula (6) at 
R = 2 for a neodymium-glass laser (721,.., 10-2 sec, 
(w- w1)2 « Tif) yields for .:lvcapt a value on the order 
of 106 sec-1• However, "capture' in such a wide band 
is possible only at an optimal relation between phases 
of the generated modes, i.e., when .:lcp ,.., 36 o. Such a 
phase relation is not always realized. In the case of 
synchronization of three modes as a result of the non
linear properties of the laser medium, the phase rela
tions established between the modes are such that their 
phase differences are multiples of 1T. [ 15 l As seen from 
(6), in this case (i.e., when .:lcp RJ k7T, k = 0, 1, 2) the 
width of the "capture" region is very small, on the or
der of 102 sec -1 at .:lcp ,.., 10-\ 

A rigorous analysis of the interaction of three trans
verse modes the frequency intervals between which are 
much smaller than the widths of their resonant contours 
entails great difficulties. It is clear, however, that the 
width of the frequency region within which the frequency 
of one of the modes can be shifted to a position that is 
equidistant relative to the other modes (i.e., the width 
of the synchronization regime) should have the same or
der of magnitude as the maximum width of the "cap
ture" region. 

An estimate of the synchronization band of three 
modes and of the most favorable conditions for this pur
pose can be obtained in the following manner. Formu
la (3) can be used to determine the combination tone of 
the polarization p<S> [( w2 + .:lw )t] produced under the 
influence of the frequencies w 1 and w2 in a nonlinear 
laser medium near the frequency Ws, which corre
sponds to the third transverse mode of the resonator: 

P<'l[( +d )t]=idu'(n,-n,) E'E 
CJJz CJJ Bll' 2 1 

X exp{- i[ (oo, + doo)t +(2<pz- <p,))} 

X ( 1 1 ) 
i(oo,-oo)+Tu-• + i(oo,-oo,)+T,-• 

( 1 1 ) 1 
X . , + , , N,.,. + c.c. !(oo-oo,)+T,.- i(oo-oo,)+T,.- i(oo,+oo)+T,.-

If we regard p<S> [ (w2 + .:lw)t] as a driving force acting 
on a tank circuit with central frequency w3, then the 
permissible frequency difference Ow between Ws and 
w2 + .:lw, within which oscillations in the circuit will oc
cur at the driving-force frequency, can be determined 
from the formula (see [16 l) 

6oo = oo IP<'l(oo, + doo) I (7) 
2e, IE,(oo,) I ' 

where E3 (w3 ) is the amplitude of the tank-circuit oscil
lations in the absence of the driving force. Substituting 
in (7) the value of p<31 (w2 + .:lw), we obtain 

oo d13'(n,-n,)T31'N,., E,E,' 6oo = ~.~:...:.....:._,..,...:.:........:;:__.;;:.;;;;. 

4e ll' doo E, 
(8) 

To estimate Ow it is necessary to know E11 E2 , and E3 • 

Usually on changing over to transverse modes of higher 
order, the resonator losses for them increase rapidly. 
Let us assume that for the mode with the transverse in
dex 3 the threshold pump power has been exceeded by 
1.5-2 times. From (1)-(3) we can then obtain for the 
amplitude of this mode, assuming that it generates 
alone, 

E _ ( 3,55/l" R,- f )''• 
3

- d.,'T,T,. R, I 
(9) 

where R3 is the excess of the threshold pump power 
for the mode with the transverse index mz = 3. In the 
derivation it was assumed that w- w3 << T;11 and T11 

<< T22• Substituting in (9) parameters typical of neody
mium glass (d~ RJ 2x 10-sa cgs esu, T22 = 5 x10-4 sec, 
T 21 ,.., 10-12 sec), we obtain E3 ,.., 0.4 cgs esu at R = 2. 
If we assume that the amplitudes of the modes with the 
transverse indices m = 1 and m = 2, when generated 
independently, have a value E1 ,.., E2 ,.., 3-5 cgs esu 
(since the resonator losses for them are much smaller), 
then we obtain from (9) for the width of the synchroni
zation region at .:lw ,.., 6 x 106 sec-1 and na- n1 

,.., 1016 cm-3 the value Ow/21T,.., 106 sec-1 • 

Thus, an estimate shows that synchronization of a 
small number (3-5) of transverse modes in a solid
state laser is possible even when the maxima of the 
resonant curves of these modes are far from equidis
tant. Most favorable for synchronization are conditions 
in which the driving combination tone of the polariza
tion is strong (this is caused, in particular, by an in
crease in the excess over the threshold) and the syn
chronized modes are weaker than the remaining ones, 
as is usually the case for transverse modes with in
creasing order of the mode. 

3. EXPE~ENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experiments were performed with a laser using 
active rods of rectangular cross section with 2% Nd20 3 • 

The transverse dimensions of the active samples were 
120 x15 mm, and the length was 150 mm (Fig. 1). The 
pump system ensured uniform distribution of the in
verted population over the cross section in the direction 
of the x axis. The distribution of the inversion along 
the y axis was uneven, being somewhat larger on the 
edges of the active element than at the center. The aper
ture of the resonator was varied with an inserted dia
phragm whose dimension along the x axis ranged from 
5 to 120 mm, and amounted to 2-2.5 mm along the y 
axis. With such diaphragm dimensions, the distribution 
of the inversion over the y axis remained practically 
uniform within the limits of the investigated apertures. 

The pump energy was varied from 3 to 6 kJ (the 
maximum pump to threshold energy ratio was n RJ 4). 
The pump pulse duration was ,.., 700 J.J.Sec. The resona
tor consisted of two flat mirrors with transmissions 
T 1 = 0.5% and r 2 = 10-40%; the precision with which the 
laser elements were constructed was not worse than 
.... 0.1.\.. The distance between mirrors was L = 25-
200 em. To investigate the influence of the weak spher
icity of the mirrors of the resonator, a lens was intro
duced inside the resonator, with a focal length 
F = 1153 em. The curvature radii of the mirrors of the 

FIG. I. Diagram of laser: )-mir
ror, 2-active element, 3-diaphragm. 

·~~~ 
t I ---=-----··'· 
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equivalent spherical resonator were Re = 21.6 m, and 
the resonator length was Le = 91 em. 

The influence of the uneven distribution of the inver
sion on the character of the generation was investigated 
in the same lasers but the diaphragm introduced into the 
resonator measured ~ 2.5 mm along the x axis, and its 
y dimension was varied in the range up to 15 mm. The 
same investigations were carried out on a laser with 
cylindrical neodymium-glass rods 20 mm in diameter 
and 240 mm long, in which the pump was a straight 
flash lamp; in this case the uneven distribution of the 
inversion over the cross section was much larger. The 
pump level was chosen in such a way that the average 
radiation density in the resonator was approximately 
equal to the radiation density in a generator with a uni
form inversion distribution. 

A high-speed SFR-2M camera was used to obtain a 
simultaneous time scan (frame by frame and with a slit) 
of the near and far fields of laser radiation. The scan
ning was in a direction in which the dimension of the 
aperture was ~ 2.5 mm. The time resolution in the slit 
scanning regime was 0.5-0.05 J.l.Sec; in the frame re
gime, the exposure of each frame was ~o.5 J.l.Sec, and 
the interval between frames was~ 2 J.l.Sec. A diffraction 
image of the slit was printed on the film for photometry 
purposes. 

4. EXP~ENTAL RESULTS 

An investigation of the general character of free 
generation in a laser with flat mirrors and a large reso
nator cross section shows that if the inverted population 
is uniformly distributed over the cross section, the gen
eration in each spike occurs not over the entire resona
tor cross section, but in individual small regions 
(Fig. 2a). The dimensions of these generation regions 
are D ~ 3-10 mm at L = 26 em (average dimension 
~ 6 mm) and D ~ 6-10 mm at L = 200 em (average di-

FIG. 2. Fragments of time scans at a resonator length L = 200 em: 
a-pictures of near field of the radiation of a laser with flat mirrors and 
uniform distribution of the inversion over the resonator cross section 
(D = 30 X 2. 5 mm); b-pictures of near field in the case of synchro
nized generation of four transverse modes (D = 8 X 2.5 mm); c-pic
tures of near and far fields of laser radiation in the case of synchro
nized generation of three transverse modes (D = 30 X 25 em). 

mens ion ~ 7 mm), and depend little on the pump level. 
The observed local regions of generation within the lim
its of the large laser cross section are as a rule ran
domly located relative to each other. However, in addi
tion to generation of this character, one sometimes ob
serves successive displacements of the generation re
gions from one edge of the generator cross section to 
another, and the times of these displacements can 
amount to 40-120 J.l.Sec. 

If the mirrors are well adjusted, one frequently ob
serves within the limits of individual generating regions 
(or in the entire aperture, if it is of the same order as 
the average dimension of the observed generation re
gions) periodic oscillations executed by a small gene
rating zone (generation spot) over the resonator mirror. 
These oscillations are accompanied by a similar scan
ning of the laser beam in the far zone within the limits 
of the angular divergence of several transverse modes 
of the local planar resonator. 

Such interference phenomena always take place when 
more than one transverse mode is excited in the spike. 
The observed character of the oscillations of the gen
erating zone is different within the limits of the radia
tion region. In some cases the oscillations are not uni
form, slow at the edges of the generation region and 
rapid at the center (Fig. 2b). In other cases the oscilla
tions of the radiating spot over the generation region 
are more uniform (Fig. 2c). More complicated inter
ference phenomena within the limits of the radiating 
regions are sometimes observed. The frequency of the 
oscillations of the generation zone over the mirror co
incides in all these cases (within the limits of the 
measurement accuracy, ~ 20%) with the beat frequency 
~1112 of the next-lower transverse modes of the "empty" 
resonator. According to [173 , ~1112 = 1.2/D2 [MHz], 
where D is the dimension (in em) of that section of the 
mirror within which the oscillations of the generation 
zone take place. The dimension of the scanning zone is 
(0.3-0.5) D. 
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FIG. 3. Time scan of the picture of the near field of laser radiation: 
a-with flat mirrors and non-uniform distribution of inverted popula
tion over the resonator cross section (L = 200 em, D = 18 X 2.5 mm); 
b-with weakly-spherical mirrors (mirror curvature radius Re = 21.6 m, 
Le = 0.91 m, D = 8 X 2.5 mm); c-with flat mirrors with a tilt angle ex 
between them (L = 40 em, D = 50 X 5 mm, ex= 4-5"). 

Measurement of the angular divergence of the radia
tion has shown that in the case when the generation spot 
moves in non-uniform fashion over the mirror, the la
ser beam executes a similar scanning in the far zone in 
a range (3.3-3.5).\./D, corresponding to synchronized 
generation of approximately four transverse modes of 
the local planar resonator, and in the case of a more 
uniform displacement (see, for example, Fig. 2c), the 
laser beam scans in a range (2.5-2.6).\./D, correspond
ing to synchronization of the order of three transverse 
modes (the values of the angular divergence of the radi
ation are indicated for a level 0.5 of the maximum in
tensity). In certain regions the oscillations apparently 
correspond to beats of two modes. 

We note that since the average dimensions of the ob
served generation regions in the neodymium-glass laser 
with a planar resonator are small even in the case of a 
uniform distribution of the inversion, it follows that it 
is impossible to have a large number of simultaneously 
excited transverse modes (their maximum number, in 
accordance with the experimental data, is 4-5). 

In a laser with an uneven distribution of the inverted 
population over the cross section of the resonator, no 
effects characteristic of synchronization of transverse 
modes in the spike were observed. In such lasers with 
flat mirrors, generation also occurs in small regions 
randomly distributed over the cross section (Fig. 3a). 
The dimensions of the generation regions in a laser 
with an uneven distribution of the inversion over the 
cross section, at a resonator length L = 50 em, amount 
to ~ 1.5-4 mm (the most frequently encountered genera
tion regions have a dimension ~ 2.5 mm), and at L 
= 200 em their dimensions amount to 2-8 mm (the most 
frequently encountered value is 3-3.4 mm). Thus, their 
dimensions are on the average smaller by a factor of 
2.5 than for a laser with a uniform inversion distribu
tion. Generation with an uneven inversion distribution 
occurs predominantly in those sections of the laser 
cross section where the pump density is large. In indi
vidual spikes (10-15% of the total number of spikes 
per pulse) one observes transverse modes of the sec
ond-fourth orders, in a form typical of spherical reso
nators. The measurement of the radiation divergence 
shows that for a laser with a non-uniform inversion dis
tribution it is close to the diffraction divergence in each 
spike (~A./D) for the observed dimensions of the gen
eration region, and for those spikes in which transverse 
modes of the second-fourth order are observed, it cor-

}omm 

5mm 

responds to the angular divergence of the radiation for 
these modes. Thus, in the case of nonuniform distribu
tion of the inversion, the generation in each spike has 
as a rule a single-mode character, explaining the ab
sence of locking. 

An investigation of the pqssibility of locking of trans
verse modes in a laser with weakly-spherical mirrors 
has shown that although generation in such lasers oc
curs over the entire cross section, only one transverse 
mode of higher order is excited in each spike with a 
noticeable intensity (Fig. 3b), and no synchronization is 
observed. Pulsations of the intensity of the generating 
mode, occurring without a change in the order of the 
mode, are observed in some spikes. These intensity 
pulsations apparently are the result of a strong pertur
bation acting on this mode, for example as a conse
quence of spatial competition and suppression of other 
modes by it (see Fig. 3b). 

Phenomena characteristic of self-locking of trans
verse modes were likewise not observed if the flat mir
rors of the laser resonator with uniform inversion dis
tribution over the cross section had a slight inclination 
relative to each other, or else if the end faces of the ac
tive elements were not parallel to the planes of the res
onator mirrors or to each other. In the presence of lin
ear phase aberration, the average dimension of the gen
eration regions within the limits of the cross section 
increased (for example, when one of the mirrors is 
tilted by an angle cp ~ 2"-3", the average dimension of 
the generation region increased to 20-25 mm), and the 
near and far radiation fields within the limits of each 
generating region acquired a characteristic structure 
in the form of alternating light and dark bands (Fig. 3c), 
the intensity of which decreased in the direction of the 
closer edges of the mirrors. Thus, the presence of lin
ear phase aberration in the laser resonator leads to an 
appreciable alteration in the distribution of the field in 
the resonator (to the appearance of complex modes of 
"misaligned" resonators), as a result of which the 
lower transverse modes are apparently discriminated. 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The cause of the excitation of generation in small 
regions of the cross section of a laser with flat mirrors 
is the presence of aberrations, which in this case exert 
a strong influence on the mode formation. These aber
rations are due primarily to inaccurate construction of 
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the laser elements (local deviations from ideal flat sur
face on the order of A./10-A./20), and also to thermal de
formation during pumping (this is particularly important 
in the case of non-uniform distribution of the pump den
sity over the resonator cross section). A certain role 
in the change of the character of the aberrations during 
the pulse time may apparently be played by nonuniform 
"burning out" of the inverted population from spike to 
spike within the limits of the large cross section. It is 
of interest to compare the experimentally observed di
mensions of the generation regions with theoretical es
timates [ls l that take into account the influence of aber
rations. It follows from the results of this reference 
that if the difference between the resonator lengths of 
two neighboring "sublasers" (causing small discrepan
cies between the resonant frequencies of these "subla
sers") is of the order of A./15, simultaneous generation 
of these lasers at the same transverse mode is possible 
if the dimension (overall) of the aperture does not ex
ceed D ""1.2 mm at L = 200 em and D ""0.6 mm at 
L = 30 em. The experimentally observed dimensions of 
the generation regions are larger than these calculated 
values by one order of magnitude (at the uniform inver
sion distribution). Such a disparity between the calcu
lated and experimental data is due to the fact that in the 
calculations of [ 18 1 it is assumed that the coupling be
tween the lasers is due only to the diffraction of the 
light by the edges of the mirrors, whereas under real 
conditions this coupling is due both to diffraction and to 
scattering of light by the resonator elements, and the 
coupling due to the scattering of the light may apparently 
greatly exceed the coupling between the "subgenerators" 
as a result of diffraction. This indeed leads to an in
crease of the maximum possible dimension of the gen
eration region at a given value of the aberration. 

It also follows from the experiments that an analysis 
of the formation of the transverse-mode spectrum in a 
laser with flat mirrors, proposed by Tang and Statz, [1.9 1 

is valid only for lasers with small aperture dimensions 
(on the order of the average dimensions of the observed 
generation regions). The beam divergence of a laser 
with a large resonator cross section, integrated over 
the entire generation pulse, is the result of averaging of 
the scatter of the angular divergence of each small ra
diating region of the cross section. Therefore it has a 
bell-shaped (Gaussian) distribution without any struc
ture whatever. 

It follows from the above experimental results that 
simultaneous generation of thermal transverse modes 
within the confines of one radiating generation region 
becomes possible only if discrimination of certain 
transverse modes relative to the others is eliminated. 
Sphericity of the mirrors, non-uniform distribution of 
the inversion, and linear phase aberrations in the reso
nator lead to the appearance of generation at only one 
transverse mode of one type or another, i.e., they serve 
as such discriminating factors for the transverse modes 
in the resonator. The most important observed feature 
of simultaneous generation of several transverse modes 
is the fact that this generation is always synchronized. 
The character of the variation of the near radiation 
field of a laser with flat mirrors in the case of synchro
nized generation of three and four low transverse modes 
is shown in Fig. 4 (the initial phases of the modes are 
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FIG. 4. Diagram of distribution of radiation intensity over mirror 
of planar resonator for synchronization of four (a), three (b), and the 
beats of two lowest transverse modes (c); /:;w is the frequency interval 
between modes. 

assumed to be identical). The figure also shows the 
time variation of the near field upon generation of the 
two lowest transverse modes (beats). We see that in the 
case of synchronized generation of four modes the gen
eration zone shifts gradually during the period of oscil
lations near the edges of the aperture, but passage 
through the central part of the aperture is rapid. This 
agrees with the experimentally observed character of 
the motion of the generating zone (see, for example, 
Fig. 2b). 

The case of synchronization of three transverse 
modes leads to a smoother displacement of the genera
tion zone over the mirror. The character of the varia
tion of the near field in the case of beats between two 
transverse modes differs from the case of synchroniza
tion of three modes, as can be seen from Fig. 4b, in 
that the field intensity at the center of the aperture does 
not change during the beats, whereas in the case of 
three-mode synchronization the field intensity in the 
central part of the aperture changes twice during each 
period of the oscillation. The latter is clearly seen, for 
example, in Fig. 2c. 

Upon synchronization, the laser beam should scan 
within the limits of the angular divergence of the syn
chronized modes. Measurement of the limits of beam 
scanning in the experiment ·gives a value that agrees 
well with that expected from the calculations. 

It was shown above that the synchronization and cap
ture of frequencies of two transverse modes are ap
proximately equally probable. However, if the phase 
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relations of the generating modes is favorable for syn
chronization, capture is practically impossible. The 
phase relations between the modes in the laser do not 
have a random character. The phase relations estab
lished between the modes in the laser are the most fa
vorable from the energy point of view (see, for exam
ple, [ls, 20 l ). Synchronized generation is apparently fa
vored from the energy point of view. This evidently ex
plains the fact that locking of transverse modes is al
ways observed in the case of simultaneous generation of 
several transverse modes. 

It is probably possible to obtain synchronization of a 
larger number of transverse modes in resonators close 
to concentric, where, as is well known, a rather large 
number of transverse modes is excited. 

In conclusion, the authors are deeply grateful to 
G. N. Vinokurov, V. V. Lyubimov, and Ya. L Khanin for 
useful discussions of the results. 
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